
Homework 5
Due Friday 4/20/2018
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In order to complete the questions in this homework 
assignment, you will need to create a local version of the 
following database:  
https://relational.fit.cvut.cz/dataset/IMDb
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https://relational.fit.cvut.cz/dataset/IMDb


1. Follow the steps described in class and create a local version of the IMDB database.  Using 
mysqldump, create a myimdb.sql.  Create a local database called imdb.  Import myimdb.sql into 
your local database.  Take a screenshot from the command line that includes your mysql login, the 
use imdb command, and the show tables command which results in the following listing.  I want to 
see a screenshot of this activity.  The screenshot should capture the information in the screenshot I 
provided.  Do not use MySQL Workbench for this activity. (10 points)
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2.  Follow the below steps in sequential order, then answer the questions on the next page.  Use 
MySQL-workbench to answer these questions. (40 points)

Step 1:   Connect to your local version of IMDB.  Create 5 query tabs. 

In quey tab 1, run the following query (limit 50000) 3 times. After the first run, log stats in bottom table on page 5 for the 
row labeled “tab 1”.  After each run, log the stats in the top table on page 5 for the row labeled “tab 1”.  
 
select movies.year, movies.name from movies where  movies.year >=1990 and movies.year <= 2000 order by year;

Step 2:  In query tab 2, run the following query (limit 50000) 3 times.  After the first run, log stats in bottom table on page 5 
for the row labeled “tab 2”.  After each run, log the stats in the top table on page 5 for the row labeled “tab 2”.  

select movies.year, movies.name from movies where  movies.year >=1990 and movies.year <= 2000;

Step 3:  In query tab 3, Create an index on year and show all indices on table movies. Verify year is indexed.

Step 4:  In query tab 4, run the following  query (limit 50000) 3 times. After the first run, log stats in bottom table on page 5 
for the row labeled “tab 4”.  After each run, log the stats in the top table on page 5 for the row labeled “tab 4”.  

select movies.year, movies.name from movies where  movies.year >=1990 and movies.year <= 2000 order by year;

Step 5:  In query tab 5, run the following  query (limit 50000) 3 times. After the first run, log stats in bottom table on page 5 
for the row labeled “tab 5”.  After each run, log the stats in the top table on page 5 for the row labeled “tab 5”.  

select movies.year, movies.name from movies where  movies.year >=1990 and movies.year <= 2000;
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Question 2 (cont.)  Fill in the following table:

 

Execution 
Time at the 
Client Run 1

Execution 
Time at the 
Server Run 1

Execution 
Time at the 
Client Run 2

Execution 
Time at the 
Server Run 2

Execution 
Time at the 
Client Run 3

Execution 
Time at the 
Server Run 3

Query Tab 1

Query Tab 2

Query Tab 4

Query Tab 5

Number of 
Full Table 
Scans

Rows 
Examined

Joins Using 
Range

Sorted 
Rows

Sort Merge 
Passes

Sorts With 
Table 
Scans

Sorts With 
Ranges

Index 
Usage

Query Tab 1

Query Tab 2

Query Tab 4

Query Tab 5
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Question 2 (cont.)

(1.)  In which tab(s) did the query use the index on year?  

(2.) How did the performance differ between query tab 2 and query tab 5?  Did indexing have any 
influence on performance?  Why or why not?

(3.) Did query tab 4 have a value for Sorted Rows?  If not, why?

(4.) Did the result set order differ between query tab 1 and query tab 4?  If so, why?

(5.) What does execution time in MySQL-Workbench tell us?  What is the difference between client and 
server execution time?  How accurate are they? 

(6.) Any other observations?
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Connect to imdb

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench



How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench
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Click on this button to create a new 
query tab
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This is a query 
tab

Write your query and click the lightning 
bolt to execute.

Results page

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench
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Click execution plan.

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench
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This page will show you the execution 
plan.

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench
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Click query stats.

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench
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The columns in the table on page 5 
correlate to the attributes on this page.

How to view a query plan and statistics in 
MySQL-workbench


